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suMMary

European Union’s high level legal and political commitment towards achieving gender equality 
objectives has produced suboptimal outcomes for over twenty years. Any progress made has been 
slow, fragmented and uneven. The inconsistent commitment across EU bodies and agencies and 
the misplaced priorities by policy makers fostered the persistence of gendered barriers to women’s 
leadership and equal representation in economy and society.  

The aim of this thesis has been twofold: firstly, to identify the barriers and their prevalence to 
women’s leadership and to gender equality; secondly, to gain deeper insights on potential gaps 
and solutions for a persisting and central policy problem at the EU and Member States level, which 
has been poorly addressed for over two decades. 

Considering the breadth and the complexity of the gender equality topic, this dissertation 
argues from the perspective of barriers to women’s leadership at the intersection of gendered 
barriers in the healthcare sector within country’s socio-cultural and economic contexts and 
the gender equality policy at the EU level. Healthcare sector has been selected as the sector of 
interest to study the research phenomenon for three reasons: firstly, the healthcare is of critical 
importance to health systems, society and economy at both the EU and Member States level; 
secondly, women are significantly underrepresented in leading positions across healthcare sector 
although being women populated, and, thirdly, healthcare sector is currently considered one of 
the major employers, encompassing several domains, such as academic, clinical and medical, and 
job categories. These features are considered to offer ample ground to gain deep insights on the 
research question. 

The studies in this dissertation are grouped in three parts to address aptly the explored 
phenomenon, formulate hypothesis and comply with the quality criteria of qualitative research: 
I) Problem statement and hypothesis, II) Hypothesis testing and III) Policy and implementation. 

In Part I the problem statement and hypothesis were addressed, namely what are the barriers 
to women’s leadership in the EU context and how they can be addressed effectively at policy 
and implementation level. To that end, a systematic literature review was undertaken aiming 
to develop a map of barriers to women’s leadership and formulate the hypothesis on barriers’ 
comprehensive manifestation and varying prevalence across three vital for the economy and 
society sectors: healthcare, academy and business. The Barriers Thematic Map (BTM) included 
26 barriers with quantitative logic and varying degree of prevalence across sectors. The BTM 
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uncovered gendered inequalities across sectors and draw attention to the under-studied barriers’ 
prevalence across and within sectors. The identified knowledge gap pointed out the need to 
address gender equality challenges differently across different work settings and to shed light on 
practice related blind spots. (Chapter 2)     

In Part II the developed hypothesis on Barriers Thematic Map and barriers’ prevalence was placed 
within social reality and tested. Research was narrowed down to one out of the three sectors, the 
healthcare sector, within the context of two, comparable countries, Greece and Malta; attention 
drawn from countries’ poor performance in the gender employment gap and the socio-cultural 
and economic changes occurring in the European Mediterranean region.   

The hypothesis testing was deployed in two studies: one exploratory study in Greek healthcare 
sector and one comparative study in Greek and Maltese healthcare sector. The exploratory study 
(online survey) aimed to forage the perceptions of women healthcare leaders in Greece about 
the most and the least important barriers to women’s leadership based on Barriers Thematic 
Map (Chapter 3). The comparative study (semi-structured interviews) aimed to assess empirically 
gendered barriers to women’s leadership in healthcare through the lens of country’s socio-cultural 
and economic contexts (Chapter 4). The exploratory study identified the 26 barriers included in 
BTM; the comparative study acknowledged 20 and 21 barriers, out of the 26 included in BTM, to 
women’s leadership within the Greek and Maltese healthcare settings, respectively. Both studies 
confirmed the varying degree of barriers’ prevalence, whereas the manifestation and prevalence of 
barriers within the Greek and Maltese healthcare settings were found different. 

In Part III research turned to gender equality policy agenda at the EU and Member States level. 
Two studies were undertaken: the first study assessed the priorities and challenges of sustainable 
development policy agenda against the actual social reality as experienced by Member States’ 
citizens (Chapter 5); the second study explored the transformative capacity of the available gender 
mainstreaming toolkits towards achieving organizational and social change (Chapter 6). 

In particular, the European Union’s sustainable development thinking (EU-SDG5 - Achieve gender 
equality and empower all women and girls) was considered in relation to the relevance of EU-
SDG5 themes and indicators and the prioriization of policy objectives to actual social reality across 
Member States. Findings identified inconsistencies in application of TFEU articles for gender equality 
binding for both EU and Member States posing thus questions about the reasons of the misplaced 
priorities and unmet gendered challenges. The findings underscored the need for EU’s proactive 
leadership, underpinned by academia and civil society, and for enhanced technical and gender 
expertise support to the Member States to revisit their national policies and develop evidence-
informed policies. Moving to the policy implementation aspect, the transformative capacity of 
gender mainstreaming toolkits towards achieving organizational change was assessed focusing 
on unpacking the complexity among toolkits, organizational context and outcomes. The findings 
unveiled a potential internal contradiction in toolkits’ character, possibly inherent from the duality 
of EU’s gender mainstreaming strategy; furthermore, the insufficient organizational capabilities for 
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change and the lack of informed organizational leadership were also identified as the missing key 
drivers to bring about organizational and social change towards achieving gender equality. 

The dissertation concludes that a barrier comprehensive and prevalence approach in addressing 
women’s underrepresentation in top leading positions and, in a broader note, towards achieving 
gender equality is required. The contextuality in barriers’ manifestation points to the need for 
evidence-informed, country specific gender policies. The research findings on Greece and Malta 
indicate each country’s uniqueness in relation to interactions among gender, leadership and 
socio-cultural contexts. In that line, although gender equality has been an overarching policy 
objective in EU, gendered barriers have been persistent and compromised any progress made. 
Thereby, both EU and Member States policy actors and decision makers are held responsible 
to comply with legal and policy commitments made and work effectively towards achieving 
egalitarian social order, social cohesion and sustainable future for the EU citizens and the 
generations to come.  
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